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The ladies were well represented and here
BAWA kennels Labrador Retriever, Sherrylands
Hitam Mem, returns to the starting peg with her
handler after a successful run. Judge Bob Philp
marks the score in the background.

A blur of action as K. & G. J. Kearney's
ll/eimaraner, Merrymar Mendel, C.D. surges for-
ward to retrieve on command in the Novice
Stakes.

A gundqg? This ludicrous photo of an lrish Settea
being carried through a few puddles was seen cfi a
dog show. I wonder what the Weimaraner on the
right was thinking!

Firearm safety is observed at non-slip trials even
though blanks are fired. Here L. Giesberts with
gun broken, has just taken thz bird from his
Labrador Retriever, Byambee Sherrylea, Aust.
R.T.Ch.

leaving water, along with many + "-
others. He picks up points for style,
eagerness, action, and clean
retrievers to hand.

The real test to separate the 'men
frorn the boys' is in the All Age
Stakes, which includes double
rises, double marks and blind
retrievers. The retriever must call
on every instrinct to complete these
runs, and if he is having an off day
his chances of being a finalist are
remote.

For these runs, dog and handler
must work in perfect unison and if
concentration or communication
lapses in either, months of
preparatory training can be 'blown'
in minutes.

For example, during the running
of the Restricted at the U.F.T.A.
trial, a competitor's Golden
Retriever executed a f lashy retrieve
which required crossing water,
climbing a slippery bank and fin-
ding the bird in a gully not visible to
the handler. When returning, in-
stead of taking a direct line back
through the water to the starting
peg, the Golden went away to
blazes around the waterhole at a
f ast bat and almost nudged his way
through the spectators to his han-
dler. Now, even though this was the
quickest route, the dog would be
penalised for taking the longest
way back.

On a shooting triP, my dog would
have got a pat on the back yor
being a cunning old sod, but it
illustrates the difference between
trialling and the less testing field
shooting with a dog.

I remember a Curly Retriever of
past years run by lvan Lock, now a
well-knoWn Trial and Obedience
judge, who was comPeting in the
All Age. His dog disliked Pigeon
down which adhered to his mouth,
and would shake his head and sPit
and splutter after a retrieve. The
end of the day found his curly and a
Labrador in a run-off for honours
across a fast stream, heavily lined
with reeds and snags. Not an easy
one as the dogs drifted downstream
in the current and needed directing
back through dense cover. A
speedy crossing and retrieve aP-
peared to have it in the bag for
lvan's retriever, but on emerging
f rom the water his dog gently
placed the bird on the bank, looked
at it distastefully and cocked his
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